
Investment Objective:
This portfolio offers investors the opportunity for a long-term investment in the future of money. This
ready-made investment strategy comprises companies spanning multiple industries, including the
payments and blockchain space.
This innovative allocation represents a blend of companies in the mobile, wearable and digital
payment sector combined with crypto assets that are involved in the payment industry. This includes
blockchain companies that have already established connections with mainstream financial
institutions.
The fact that this portfolio combines assets from two separate asset classes, crypto and stocks, adds
another layer of diversification, as these two sectors are independent of one another and are subject
to different market forces.
The crypto segment of the portfolio was given a 20% weighting in which the crypto assets weigh
equally. The additional 80% of the portfolio is dedicated to the equity holding which also is then
distributed equally between assets.

Is this the right CopyPortfolio for you?

1. Are you seeking exposure to companies involved in the future of digital payments?

2. Balanced exposure to an array of companies and instruments that represent a different
approach to digital payments and the future of money.

3. Looking for research-based diversified exposure to this industry and its potential by using a mix of
global equities and crypto currency allocation.

CopyPortfolios™FuturePayments– Digital Money

Top 10 Equity Holdings (by Market Cap):

1. Apple Inc - APPL

2. Alphabet Inc - GOOG

3. Alibaba Group Holding Ltd - BABA

4. Tencent Holdings Ltd– 0700.hk

5. Visa Inc - V

6. Mastercard Inc - MA

7. SAP SE - SAP

8. PayPal Holdings Inc - PYPL

9. American Express Co - AXP

10. JD.com Inc - JD

Key Benefits
1. Research-backed, diversified exposure to global 

companies that are part of the payments 
industry.

2. Exposure to an innovative industry that presents 
an investment opportunity for those who wish to 
enter this space at an early stage.

3. Diversified portfolio with a long-term allocation.

Disclaimer :
eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and cryptocurrencies, as well as 
trading CFD assets. Crypto assets are volatile instruments which can fluctuate widely in a very short 
time frame and ,therefore, are not appropriate for all investors. Other than via CFDs, trading 
cryptoassets is unregulated and ,therefore, is not supervised by any EU regulatory framework.Your
capital is at risk. CopyPortfolios™ is a portfolio management product. CopyPortfolios™ should not be 
considered as exchange traded funds, nor as hedge funds.

Enhancing Thematic Investing:

CopyPortfolios are professionally built using eToro’s social features and its vast array of financial
instruments. Leaning on its large database, comprising data generated by millions of users,
CopyPortfolios bundle financial assets under one predetermined market strategy or traders into one
diversified investment portfolio. CopyPortfolios offer many benefits to both experienced and novice
investors, enabling them to add depth and financial innovation to their portfolios.

Key Facts:

Name:
FuturePayments – Digital 
Money

Currency: USD

Asset Class:
Global Equities + Crypto 
assets

Launch 
Month:

April  2019

Weighting:

80% Equities
20% Crypto
Equal Weight distribution 
within each asset class

Rebalancing 
Schedule:

Yearly (or by Investment 
Committee discretion)

Number of 
Holdings:

26 (22 Equities + 4 Crypto 
assets)

Current Min 
Investment :

USD 5,000

About eToro:

For more than a decade, eToro has been a leader in the global Fintech revolution. It is the world’s

leading social trading network, with millions of registered users and an array of innovative trading and

investment tools. CopyPortfolios aim to help investors minimise long-term risk and promote

opportunities for growth, by taking copy trading to the next level and creating diversified investments.

Crypto Holdings:

1. Bitcoin - BTC

2. Ripple – XRP

3. Dash – DASH

4. Litecoin - LTC 


